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Where are we today?

• Peace accord signed on Nov 24, 2016 (after Referendum No)
• 6900 FARC combatants concentrated in 27 transitory camps
• Disarmament of FARC, organized by UN, started
• Negotations with remaining guerrilla ELN slow, but in progress
• Legislative agenda to put peace accord into practice is slow



Positive immediate effect: less violence



Positive immediate effect: Colombia more attractive



Open question: what happens to ex-combatants?

• Dissidents (now about 200) and recidivists (10-20% over the next 5 years)
• Colombia with vast experience with reintegration policies



Negative immediate effect: increased coca production

2016

US State 
Department:
«Dramatic
increase»

UNODC SIMCI report



Negative effect: spiral of bad news

• FARC: «The transitory camps are not ready yet, government does
not keep its promises»

• Opposition parties: «Government betrayed will of the people
voting NO»

• Other political parties: «Implementation is way behind schedule»
• NGOs: «Paramilitaries are killing community leaders, there is no

protection»



Current situation: widespread pessimism

2012: Official announcement
of peace negotiations



Let’s take a step back: What kind of «historical
opportunity» are we talking about?





FARC as symptom of fragmented state

“In some remote regions, 
many people are satisfied 
with the FARC as new 
“state” that creates order, 
marries people and resolves 
small disputes. In these 
areas, there is a good 
acceptance of the FARC 
from the side of the peasant 
base.” (CNMH 2014)

Community leader from 
Tumaco: “The only way that the 
state arrives here is to resolve 
specific problems through the 
armed forces, but in the 
majority of communities, there 
are no public services like 
sewage systems, electricity or 
healthcare. […] This is why the 
state in general is perceived like 
an enemy.” (El Espectador 2015)



Peace accord is a historical opportunity...

… to build a more integrated society, with more equal access to
institutions and wealth across regions and individuals.



We cannot expect an abrupt change …

… from a fragmented conflict country
to a peaceful and integrated society, but rather a …
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…step by step process (that has long started)

1984-91: 
Partial peace 

with M-19, 
EPL

2003-06: 
AUC 

demobili-
zation

2012-: FARC 
agreement 

and ELN?

1964: 
Creation of 
FARC, ELN

1958: Lleras
Rehabilitation 
committee

1982-90: 
Rehabilita-
tion plan

2006-2010: 
Territorial 
consolidation

2016-: “Paz 
territorial”



Early signs of positive change

• Peace accord with the FARC is per se a huge achievement
• Violence is declining
• The FARC seizes to exist as armed organization
• Colombia increases its democratic reach



Political uncertainty as main obstacle

• Candidates for presidential election 2018 are rushing to next issue: 
corruption (Odebrecht scandal)

Once more, Colombia seems to be trapped in its own saying: 

«Primero lo urgente, luego lo importante» 
(«First the urgent issues, than the important issues»)



Historical opportunity
to take one more step
in the long process of 
statebuilding

We shouldn’t expect
more than that –
it may be
counterproductive



Thank you for your attention!
enzo.nussio@sipo.gess.ethz.ch
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